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Introduction

What is the Lea Bridge
Area Framework?

The Framework Area
The Lea Bridge Area Framework is centred around Lea Bridge
Station in the South West of the Borough. It covers an area of
approximately 15 minute’s walking distance from the station
and includes parts of the neighbouring Lee Valley Regional
Park as well as Lea Bridge’s industrial estates, residential
neighbourhoods and the shops and high street businesses on
Lea Bridge Road. The area includes a number of potential
development sites as outlined in the Council’s Draft Local Plan
Part 2: Site Allocations (LBWF, 2021) document and covers two
strategic locations of Lea Bridge and Low Hall.

The London Borough of Waltham Forest’s Draft Local Plan
identifies Lea Bridge as a Strategic Location, where a significant
increase in housing, including affordable homes, local jobs and
community infrastructure is expected over the next 15 years.
The aim of the Lea Bridge Area Framework is to help create
a fairer and more equal 15-minute neighbourhood and
realise local benefits of potential development and investment.
This includes new play space and open space improvements,
climate adaptation initiatives, health facilities, community spaces
and social infrastructure.
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Key aims of the framework:
• Developing a shared vision: More opportunities to
engage with local communities about the future of the area

N

• Coordination of new development: better coordinated
investment opportunities locally
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• Prioritising and unlocking funding: to provide an
evidence base for identifying and securing funding to
support more equal investment in the local area
The Framework aligns with the Council’s emerging Local Plan
and Site Allocations as well as wider Economic Recovery work
responding to the impact of Covid-19, the Council’s ongoing
preparation of an action plan to address the recommendations
of the Climate Emergency Commission, and the Council’s “Public
Service Strategy” with its four key themes:
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Before the pandemic, we knew in Waltham
Forest that old-fashioned concepts of cities
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What is a 15-minute
Neighbourhood?
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3

By having things closer to where we live, people have more
opportunities to makeThis
sustainable
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in to
some
can
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need
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our borough
so thatdaily
everytrips
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of our by
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car.

Embedding

can easily access what they need to live a
fulfilling and healthy life within their local area.
Sustainability

The 15-minute Neighbourhood sets out a vision for a more
environmentally conscious and sustainable local area. For
Lea Bridge this means protecting and enhancing its important
green spaces and waterways, but also considering how carbon
emissions can be reduced and that local needs such as new
homes and workspaces can be met with the least amount of
environmental impact as possible.
20

OUR FOUR IMMEDIATE PRIORITIES

Supporting Local Businesses

Part of what makes Lea Bridge special is its range of vibrant
local businesses, which offer some of the best local products
and services that Waltham Forest has to offer. A 15-minute
Neighbourhood should support and encourage local business
opportunities by providing a range of creative and affordable
workspaces, encouraging more business collaboration and
allowing people to work and shop locally.

2
People-friendly streets
Waltham Forest has a lot to offer, and active travel
allows residents to enjoy their neighbourhoods, and
stay healthy. The Council’s Enjoy Waltham Forest
programme has led the way, increasing walking and
cycling in the borough, and improving air quality.
We will go further to support active travel, shaping
our urban design to enable a healthier borough, with
new cycle routes and low-traffic neighbourhoods.
More cycle hangars are also being installed around
the borough. We will also grow our school streets
programme to reduce air pollution around schools.
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Delivering a 15-minute
Neighbourhood in Lea Bridge
Supporting a growing population will be key to delivering a
15-minute Neighbourhood in Lea Bridge by providing new and
improved local facilities such as homes, shops, nurseries, health
facilities, restaurants, work spaces, artist studios, cultural venues,
green spaces and play areas.

More opportunities for local people to
develop a shared vision
The principles and projects identified in this document are based
on community feedback and aspirations for the local area. In
order to deliver this shared vision, we will continue to engage
with local people to design, implement and maintain projects as
they progress.
This approach to community participation should include a wide
range of local voices and provide opportunity to hear from those
who are less likely to engage. In Summer 2022 we launched
the framework document online via a new engagement portal,
which includes a range of projects that we are starting to deliver
locally. We will be asking local people to feed into those projects
as they get developed further and will be looking for innovative
ways to share ideas and knowledge with as many people as
possible.

Understanding the role of new
development

facilities. Sites allocated in the Local Plan still require planning
permission and applications for new development will be
considered on their individual merits.
The development sites identified rely on collaboration and
proactive engagement between a range of stakeholders
including private landowners, local residents and businesses,
the Council or other public bodies to realise the benefits of
development and help to deliver new homes, jobs, social
facilities, cultural venues and improved public spaces.

are financial contributions from new development agreed
as part of the planning process such as Section 106 (S106)
contributions or Neighbourhood Community Infrastructure Levy
(NCIL) contributions. Other improvements in the area could be
further developed and implemented by seeking and making
applications for external funding.

Prioritising and co-ordinating local
investment
A key aspiration of producing this framework is to provide an
evidence-base for identifying and securing funding to support
the delivery of wider improvements in the local area. The projects
in the framework have been identified and prioritised through
engagement with local people and will support and complement
planned development identified in the Local Plan. In the context
of wider economic shocks and challenges, securing funding for
infrastructure and other projects is likely to be more difficult than
usual.
While some of the aspirations will be delivered on development
sites directly, other improvements identified in this document
could be funded through developer contributions. These

The Framework Area includes a number of potential
development sites as outlined in the Council’s Draft Local Plan
Part 2: Site Allocations (LBWF, 2021) and covers two Strategic
Locations - Lea Bridge and Low Hall.
The Site Allocations identified in the Draft Local Plan Part 2 are
sites which have the potential to help meet the area’s needs.
This could be by making more efficient use of existing land, or
by providing additional uses, new homes, infrastructure and
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The Lea Bridge Framework area centres around Lea Bridge
Station and Lea Bridge Road. It extends from Markhouse
Road, Lea Bridge Library and Church Road to the River Lea
and the boundary with Hackney to the west and reaches Low
Hall Sports Ground to the north and the edge of Feel Good
Too and Orient Way to the south.
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The map adjacent shows the framework boundary as well as
a number of Site Allocations identified in the Draft Local Plan
Part 2. These are sites where potential development could be
taken forward over the next 15 years.
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Introduction

Purpose of this document
The information in this report provides a summary of the
outcomes of the Lea Bridge Area Framework. The Framework has
been informed by both a Baseline Study of the area and a series
of invaluable public engagement events, where we have asked
local people and stakeholders for their feedback and opinions
as the framework has developed. This document provides a
high-level summary of the Context and Engagement feedback,
and outlines the resulting Vision and Guiding Principles for the
Framework. We have also used this feedback to identify a series
of potential project ideas that could be implemented in the future.
The Council has conducted two phases of public engagement
on the Framework. The feedback from each phase has been
continually reviewed and used to refine the Framework as it has
progressed. A more detailed analysis of engagement responses
and how they have informed the current Framework proposals
is included in the supporting Public Engagement Summary
documents.
The Lea Bridge Area Framework was launched in Summer 2022.
As part of this a new online platform ‘Let’s Talk Lea Bridge’ was
created to keep the Framework live and updatable and provide
a one-stop point of access for local people to learn more and
feedback on regeneration projects and events in their local area.

Supporting Policy / Evidence

Draft Local Plan Part 1:
Strategic Policies
Draft Local Plan Part 2:
Site Allocations

Lea Bridge Area Framework

Lea Bridge Area
Framework Main Report

This document

Lea Bridge Area
Framework Baseline Study

Economic
Recovery Plan
Infrastructure
Delivery Plan
Climate Emergency
Commission
LBWF Skyline Study
Cultural
Infrastructure Study
Employment Land
Study
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Lea Bridge Area
Framework - Phase 1
Public Engagement
Summary

Supporting
documents

Lea Bridge Area
Framework - Phase 2
Public Engagement
Summary
Lea Bridge Area
Framework - Phase 3
Let’s Talk Lea Bridge
Launch

Online Platform
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Photograph from Lea Bridge Choose Local Campaign
Dextene owner of Ellinis Interiors (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)

Photograph from Lea Bridge Choose Local Campaign
Lewis from Turning Earth (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)
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Context

Lea Bridge’s Character

N

Lea Bridge has an active and diverse community and strong
history, developed from marshland into an important industrial
area in the 20th Century. Today, Lea Bridge is characterised
by its mix of high quality parks, waterways and green spaces
including the Lee Valley Regional Park, Leyton Jubilee Park, Low
Hall Sports Ground, Dagenham Brook and the River Lea. It is
also defined by its industrial land, diverse range of businesses
and residential areas.
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Lea Bridge Road is a busy transport route fronted by a range
of retail and commercial units, but the experience as a High
Street is at times dis-jointed and the area lacks a defined
centre. The neighbourhood centre to the west, at the junction
with Markhouse Road comes the closest to achieving this and
contains a higher proportion of local retail premises, a small civic
space with a clock and benefits from its proximity to Lea Bridge
Library.
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The first half of the 20th century brought significant expansion of
industrial activity around Lea Bridge Station and today this area
still operates as one of the borough’s largest industrial estates,
home to over 350 businesses.
There are a number of residential neighbourhoods, largely
consisting of terraced housing constructed by the Warner
Estate development company in the early 20th century.
Recent residential development includes a major mixeduse development called Motion E10 at 97 Lea Bridge Road
consisting of 300 new homes and 21,000 sq. ft of new retail
space.
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Shopfronts and cycle way on
Lea Bridge Road
(Images: London Borough of Waltham Forest)

A path through Leyton Marsh within the Lee Valley Regional Park
(Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)
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Context

Policy Context
The Lea Bridge Area Framework document is set in the
context of an existing and emerging borough-wide
evidence base and planning policy, listed below.

Local Plan Part 1:
The Lea Bridge Area is identified
as a Strategic Location in the draft
Local Plan Part 1. Strategic Locations
are the places in the borough where
new development and growth are
expected, and where supporting
infrastructure and investment are to be
focused.

Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations
The Part 2: Site Allocations of
the Local Plan demonstrates the
potential sites where investment and
development can be located. There
are a number of site allocations
identified within the Lea Bridge
framework area:
• Former Leyton FC Football
Ground
• Lea Bridge Station Sites

THE WALTHAM
FOREST CLIMATE
EMERGENCY
COMMISSION:
A CALL TO ACTION

Climate Emergency
Commission
As part of the Waltham Forest
Climate Emergency Commission
- a panel of independent experts
were bought together in 2019
to closely examine what can be
done on a local level to address
the global challenge of climate
change. The Council is evolving
it’s response to the detailed
recommendations which will be
taken to the Council Cabinet
later in 2022.

Cultural Infrastructure
Study
The study provides an in-depth
analysis of the existing cultural
infrastructure in the borough
and identifies gaps and future
needs. It also explores ways that
the planning system can help to
address these gaps and needs
through guiding investment and
development.

Employment Land Audit
The Employment Land Audit
provides a detailed review
of existing employment
floorspace and operational
yard space across the borough
and recommends where there
is scope for intensification to
deliver the GLA forecasted need
of B class employment floorspace
in the borough.

Supporting Strategy Economic
Documents
Recovery
Action Plan

The Lea Bridge Area Framework
supports the aspirations of
the borough-wide Economic
Recovery Action Plan. It
provides a holistic approach
to development that optimise
investment.

• Lea Bridge Gas Holders
• Low Hall Depot
• Estate Way / Church Road LSIS
• Lea Bridge SIL Sites

Infrastructure Delivery Plan
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan
supports the delivery of the emerging
Waltham Forest Local Plan. It
highlights deficiencies and surpluses
in infrastructure and identifies future
need considering where and when
infrastructure will be required, and
how much it would cost.

DRAFT Skyline Study
The Draft Skyline Study forms
part of the Local Plan Part 2
evidence base. It considers
site allocations where tall
and taller buildings could be
appropriate and examines these
opportunities through illustrative
scenarios for each site.
13

Public Service Corporate
Strategy
The Public Service Strategy is
Waltham Forest’s corporate
strategy to create a new
definition of public service
and focus resources and
opportunities on quickly and
effectively responding to the
impact of Covid-19.
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Development Context
Local Plan 2: Site Allocations
The Framework Area contains a number of potential
development sites that are outlined in the Council’s Draft Local
Plan 2: Site Allocations document. These are listed below.
Although the framework is not intended to act as formal
planning guidance, it is hoped that it will provide useful
context for understanding aspirations and priorities specific
to Lea Bridge. This will help to co-ordinate change in the area
and realise the economic, social and environmental benefits
some of these potential developments and future investment
may bring.

Lea Bridge Industrial Areas
The Council are working on a high-level vision for this industrial
area identified in planning policy as Strategic Industrial Land
(SIL). This piece of work will test whether it may be possible
to re-provide the same amount of existing industrial space in
new development, alongside other non- industrial uses such as
workspace, housing or retail, as part of the Council’s ambition to
establish a new local centre around Lea Bridge Station.
The four Strategic Industrial Land (SIL) sites adjacent to Lea
Bridge Station are all included within the Council’s Local Plan 2:
Site Allocations.
4
5

1

Lea Bridge Gas Holders

This site received planning permission in 2021 for the delivery
of 573 new homes (35% affordable) with communal gardens, a
new nursery with play space as well as new green walking and
cycling routes to the Marshes and Leyton Jubilee Park.
2

Lea Bridge Station Sites

In May 2020 the Council selected London Square Developments
Ltd as a development partner to bring forward these sites.
Proposals for 345 new homes, 750sqm of public green space, a
community & cultural hub and commercial space were granted
planning permission in Spring 2022.
3

Former Leyton FC Football Ground

This site has a long history, primarily as a playing field, which
previously served the Hare & Hounds Pub next-door. The
football ground has been unoccupied since Leyton Football Club
folded in January 2011. The site is identified in the Council’s
Local Plan 2: Site Allocations Document for potential mixed-use
development to include a new health centre, residential, and
sports/leisure uses.

6
7

9

Low Hall Depot LSIS

This site is an existing designated industrial area opposite Low
Hall Sports Ground. There is an opportunity to increase the
industrial floorspace, providing a new depot alongside other
uses (subject to the two-stage industrial masterplan process).
Proposals should explore opportunities for improvements
to connectivity, enhancements to the Dagenham Brook and
improving the adjacent Low Hall Flood Meadows.

Argall Avenue
Rigg Approach
Lammas Road
Orient Way

Development for these sites will be expected to provide SIL
compliant uses and should look to provide an uplift of industrial
floorspace, where possible.
8

Estate Way / Church Road LSIS

These sites form an existing industrial area to the east of Leyton
Jubilee Park. They have been identified as having the potential
to be redeveloped to provide an industrial-led mixed-use
neighbourhood. (Subject to the GLA’s two stage industrial
masterplan process.)

Artists Impression of new mixed-use residential development on the Lea
Bridge Gas Holders Site (Image: Pollard Thomas Edwards / St Williams)

The site is adjacent to the Dagenham Brook and proposals
should explore opportunities for improvements along the brook
corridor including connectivity and ecological / biodiversity
enhancements.

Artists Impression of potential mixed-use residential development
on the Lea Bridge Station Sites (Image: London Square)
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Development Context - Other sites
10

Lee Valley Ice Centre

Construction of a new Ice Centre on Lea Bridge Road began
in 2021. The proposals include: a new community twin-pad
ice centre, changing rooms, a gym and exercise studio, a cafe,
planting of 143 new trees, integrated swales and biodiversity
enhancements.

Artists Impression of new Lee Valley Ice Centre on Lea Bridge Road
(Image: Faulkner Browns Architects)

11

Motion E10 (97 Lea Bridge Road)

This scheme was completed in 2020. It is a mixed-used
development with 300 new homes, 21,000sqft of ground floor
retail space, a gym and 540 cycle parking spaces.

Lea Bridge Station Entrance
The planning application for a new station entrance was
approved in January 2020. The proposals for the new entrance
include a ticket hall, provision for automatic ticket gate lines,
a retail unit, and a basement level cycle hub with 130 bicycle
parking space. The new station entrance is expected to open in
late 2023.

Photograph of Motion E10 scheme at 97 Lea Bridge
Road (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)
17043-02-RP-A-0003-S1-P1

Lea Bridge Station

6/10

Artist’s Impression of proposed station entrance at Lea
Bridge Station (Image: BPR Architects)
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Context

Lea Bridge’s Assets
Our research and input from community members has
enabled us to understand Lea Bridge’s unique local
character and the valuable assets that are cherished by
people who live, work or visit the area. Although not
comprehensive, the assets presented here give a good
overview of some of Lea Bridge’s main strengths from an
environmental, social and economic perspective.

Waterways

Open
Space

Local
Biodiversity

Walking
and Cycling
investment

Allotments
and Food
Growing

Industrial
Areas

Local
Businesses

Warner
Estates

Historic
Pubs

Historic
paths/ tram
lines and
waterways

Sports
Facilities

Active and
engaged
communities
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Upgrading
infrastructure

Improving access and
connectivity to green
spaces and sports and
leisure facilities

Improving and
providing more
play facilities

Improving the high
street experience
on Lea Bridge Road

Protecting and
future-proofing
local businesses
and industry

Improving
connections over
the railway

Improving water
quality and the
ecological value of
local rivers including
the Dagenham Brook

Ensuring safe
vehicle access to
industrial areas

Mitigating
flood risk

Improving
wayfinding
- it’s easy to
get lost

Improving safety for
all and developing
the area’s evening
offer

Lea Bridge’s
Opportunities
As well as a number of valuable assets, you told us that
Lea Bridge faces a number of unique challenges, that
will need to be overcome in order to ensure it grows
in a sustainable and positive way. By focusing on the
opportunities specific to Lea Bridge, the framework
provides a way of addressing these challenges in a local
neighbourhood context.

Managing
vehicle traffic
and servicing
access
17
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Community Engagement

Engagement Approach
Phase 1 Public Engagement

Phase 2 Public Engagement

Before undertaking the first phase of engagement on the Area
Framework, the Council went through a process of summarising
feedback from previous engagement events in the area over the
last 5 years. This formed a useful starting point for discussions on
the Framework and was built upon to form an evidence base for
the first phase of engagement.

We held our second of phase of public engagement from
November 2021 to January 2022.

We held our first phase of public engagement on the Lea
Bridge Area Framework in July 2021 where we asked people
to tell us their priorities for future investment, development and
regeneration in Lea Bridge. This included three in-person drop
in engagement events and an online survey to help gather
feedback.
We asked people to share their knowledge about the area and
tell us their priorities for future investment in Lea Bridge based on
five different themes which included:

Five themes:
1

Community Facilities and Social Infrastructure

2

Industry, High Street Businesses and Shops

3

Transport, Walking and Cycling

4

Open Space and Environment

5

Heritage, Character and Culture

We asked people for feedback on some early guiding principles
and potential projects to prioritise inspired by the Phase 1
responses.
This phase of engagement included an online survey to help
gather feedback, a resident drop-in event at Lea Bridge Library,
a drop-in event for Markhouse Corner Businesses, 4 one-to-one
meetings with local community groups and workshops with local
young people.

Launching the Lea Bridge Area
Framework
The feedback from Phases 1 and 2 of public engagement has
informed this Lea Bridge Area Framework document, which will
help to facilitate the delivery of projects in the area.

Photograph from Phase 1 public engagement - on street resident
drop-in event (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)

We want to keep the conversation going as projects progress.
You can find more information on our online Let’s Talk Lea Bridge
platform, where you can keep up to date and have your say on
local projects the framework is helping to deliver.

The feedback from this phase, along with our own baseline
research and analysis of previous consultation informed the early
ideas for the framework.

Photograph from Phase 1 public engagement - on street resident
drop-in event (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)
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Phase 1 and 2
Engagement in Stats
We have provided an overview of some of the key feedback
received as a part of the engagement process in this section. You
can read a more in-depth summary of the feedback in our Lea
Bridge Area Framework Feedback documents for Phases 1 and
2 on the Council’s website.

536
Online Survey
Responses

Photograph from Phase 2 public engagement - local business
drop-in event (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)

4
Resident Drop-in
events

4
One to one
meetings with
local community
groups

19,956
People reached
within a 1 mile
radius of Lea
Bridge Station
with online
adverts

1
Business Drop-in
event

2

Photograph of play space workshop with students from
local school (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)

400+

Workshops with
Local Young
People

Flyers
Distributed
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Photograph from Phase 2 public engagement - resident drop-in event
at Lea Bridge Library (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)
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Who we spoke to

Ethnic Background

467 people answered this question (across both surveys)

Online survey responses
471 out of 536 people who answered the online survey choose to share demographic data with us.
We monitor this data in order to make sure we are speaking to people who represent the local area.
The results of the online demographic data shown on this page, highlight some potential limitations
in outreach. In comparison to ward averages there were fewer respondents in the younger age
categories and the number of Asian/Asian British and Black/Black British respondents were also
lower than the borough average.

Other white background

Other ethnic group

As a result, we have also been in contact with local people to arrange in-person feedback sessions. It
was very important that we sought to include a diverse range of voices in this process. We contacted
a considerable number of local community groups to spread the word among their networks and set
up focused meetings with some of these organisations. This included reaching out to local schools,
youth groups, faith centres and cultural groups.

4%

Black/ African / Caribbean /Black British

5%

Asian / Asian British

4%

Prefer not to say

48%

Gender Identity

463 people answered
this question (across
both surveys)

46%

Male

Female

11%

5% 2%

Other

Prefer not to
say

Are your day-to-day activities limited because of a health problem or disability
which has lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12 months?

39%

Age

464 people answered this question (across both surveys)

467 people answered
this question (across
both surveys)

Prefer not to say

23%

1%

No

89%

19%
Yes, limited a little

8%

Yes, limited a lot

6%

2%
18-24

58%

Mixed / Multiple ethnic groups

We will continue our outreach to ensure that local people of different ethnicities, ages, abilities and
genders are represented as the Framework projects progress.

Prefer not to
say

2%

White British

Focused outreach

4%

15%

8%
3%

0.9%
25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75 and
over
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Phase 1 Engagement Summary
We asked people for their top priorities based on five different themes. Below are the most supported priorities for each theme. The scores
show the combined total percentage of respondent’s who either ‘Strongly Supported’ or ‘Supported’ each priority.

Top four most supported ideas from each category:

A selection of additional suggestions:

Community and Play Facilities
Youth facilities / spaces
for teenagers (13-18
years old)

Elders groups / spaces for
the elderly

75%

61%

58%

Shopfront
improvements

Using arches near Lea Bridge
Station to accommodate new
business space

Affordable workspace,
artist’s studios and
creative space

Food and drink
businesses and evening
economy

78%

72%

69%

65%

Provide ‘green’ pedestrian
and cycle routes away from
the busier roads

Improve access over
the railway lines on
Orient Way

Improve access over
the railway lines on
Argall Way

81%

77%

75%

Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS) to manage
local flood risk

More street trees and
planting

Green / blue roofs and
sustainable technology for
new buildings

More green links to local
green spaces

88%

88%

85%

83%

Celebrate and protect existing
buildings of quality

Support for local history
centres / museums

Heritage and
history trails

New street signs and
creative wayfinding

87%

84%

77%

76%

Local GPs and health
facilities

75%

Play space for primary aged
children

•

Outdoor / wild
swimming

•

Youth facilities

•

Improvements
to Potters House
Church and shops at
Markhouse Corner

•

Community spaces

•

Improving existing
play areas

•

Better performing /
green buildings

•

Support for existing
businesses

Industry, High Street Businesses and Shops

Transport, Walking and Cycling
Improve paths adjacent to
waterways

83%

•

Improve pedestrian
•
safety and reduce risk
of conflicts on busy
•
roads

Improve accessibility
on key infrastructure

•

Protect existing green
spaces and trees

•

•

Support community
greening projects

Ecological
improvements to the
Dagenham Brook

•

Celebrate diverse
community and local
history

•

Public display boards
/ information

Adequate public
transport

Open Space and Environment

Heritage, Character and Culture
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Phase 2 Engagement Summary
Vision and Guiding Principles
The feedback from Phase 1 informed a set of early guiding
principles which we asked people for their feedback on.
80% of respondents agreed overall with the five guiding
principles or agreed with suggestions for other themes that might
be missing.

Other themes people thought were relevant to Lea Bridge were:

Transport
• Thinking about public transport, motorised transport and
congestion

Stewardship
• Maintaining and looking after new & existing spaces,
making the most of the area’s existing assets

Inclusion
• Projects that are inspired by and representative of the whole
local community

Sustainability

24%

• More reflection on sustainability in the proposed projects

Safety

3%

56%

• Improving feelings of safety in Lea Bridge

Play

14%

• Thinking about spaces for young people in the area

3%

Yes
Yes, but there are also some principles missing
Unsure
Agree with some but not all
No

Photograph from Phase 2 public engagement - resident drop-in event at
Lea Bridge Library (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)

We have used this feedback to refine the current guiding
principles and objectives presented in the final version of
the framework document. The guiding principles have been
adjusted to include greater emphasis on transport and play and
objectives have been adjusted to greater reflect themes of safety,
inclusion, stewardship and sustainability. We also held additional
workshops with local schools, businesses and community groups
to gain a wider understanding on these topics from a range of
perspectives.
More information on how these themes have been embedded
within the approach to project delivery is included in Chapter 6
of this report.

Photograph from Phase 2 public engagement - local business
drop-in event (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)

Prioritising Projects
We also asked people to prioritise a set of potential project
ideas falling under each principle which could be delivered in
the future. The projects were ranked in order of importance with
the results highlighted on the next page.
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Top three supported projects for each principle:

A selection of additional suggestions:

Principle 1: A Resilient Network of Linked Green Spaces and Waterways
New Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS) and Tree
Planting

Community Greening
Working with the community on
local nature conservation projects

Dagenham Brook River
Restoration
Ecological enhancements to the
Dagenham Brook

•

Support for Sustainability and
Climate Emergency initiatives

•

Improve safety in green spaces

•

Support for community projects
and enhancing biodiversity

•

Improve air quality and pollution
levels

•

Improve facilities for local young •
people and provide more spaces
for teenagers to hang out
•

Support disadvantaged families
and communities

•

Improve the type and variety of
shops available

•

Consider safety as a part of
introducing an evening economy

•

Create a strategy for empty
retail units

•

Create inclusive opportunities for
businesses

•

Improve connectivity with the
marshes and the area’s green
spaces

•

Reduce congestion/ traffic on
busy roads

•

Open the café by the nature
reserve

•

Support for re-opening of
historic pubs

•

Protect and be sensitive to
existing buildings

•

Establish local street markets in
public spaces

Principle 2: A Thriving Community with Great Facilities
Lea Bridge Health Hub
A new state of the art Health
Hub in Lea Bridge

Youth Programmes
New cultural programmes to support
young people in the area, involving skills
building and employment opportunities

Community Hub
Community involvement in shaping the
use of the community facility included
as a part of Lea Bridge Station Sites
planning application

Publicise opportunities for local
people to get involved

Principle 3: A Vibrant and Connected Industry and Local High Street
Evening Economy
Introducing an evening economy
around Lea Bridge Station and
increase Markhouse Corner’s offer

Lea Bridge Rail Arches
Opening up the rail arches near Lea
Bridge Station, providing improved
business space and enhancing the
surrounding public realm

Energy Efficient Industry
Improving the energy performance of
industrial buildings as part of any future
development of industrial areas

Principle 4: An Active and Playful Neighbourhood
Argall Way Footbridge
Improve accessibility and public
space around the existing footbridge

Marsh Lane Footbridge

Improve accessibility of the existing
footbridge

Bridge Road Improvements
Improve the playground and public
space on Bridge Road

Principle 5: An Area of Unique History and Local Character
Rail Arch Route
Restore and reinstate the arches under
Lea Bridge Road and celebrate the
industrial history around the station

Historic Pubs

Celebrate Lea Bridge’s historic
pubs

Industrial Building Character
Celebrate and enhance existing
buildings of character within
industrial areas
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Top Priorities from Engagement
75% of survey
respondents
supported having
a new GP or health
facilities in the area

88% of survey
respondents supported
new Sustainable
Drainage Solutions
(SuDS), as well as
street trees and
planting

People
told us about
the need for
quality spaces for
young people in the
area, particularly
teenagers

People
told us about
the importance of
climate positive initiatives.
Including the value of the
area’s existing green spaces
and waterways and that
they should be prioritised
for protection and
enhancement

Improvements to the
area’s bridges and
improving crossings to
the Lee Valley Regional
Park were some of the
most supported project
ideas

87% of survey
respondents supported
celebrating and
protecting existing
buildings of quality

25
(Images: London Borough of Waltham Forest | Vestry House Museum | Unsplash)

People told us
about the need for
new or improved
play areas for all
ages

78% of survey
respondents
supported shopfront
improvements and
others wanted to
see less empty retail
units

People
told us about
the range of great
local businesses in Lea
Bridge, that should
be supported and
celebrated

Lea Bridge Area Framework

Community Engagement

HERE’S DASHAMIR
SHOP OWNER
E10 FURNITURE
MARKHOUSE CORNER
LEA BRIDGE

HERE’S RADU
CAFÉ OWNER
THE CLOCK
MARKHOUSE CORNER
LEA BRIDGE

HERE’S TINA
SHOP OWNER
TEE KAY’S
MARKHOUSE CORNER
LEA BRIDGE

HERE’S BERNICE
SALON OWNER
TOP MODEL
MARKHOUSE CORNER
Lea Bridge Area Framework
LEA BRIDGE
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(Images: London Borough of Waltham Forest)
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Framework Vision & Guiding Principles

Framework Guiding
Principles

1
A Place with
connected Streets
and Public Spaces

A Resilient Network of
Linked Green Spaces
and Waterways

A1
5

6
e Neighbo
nut
i
ur
h
-M

15

5

d
oo

We have been working with local people to create a
shared vision for how Lea Bridge could grow and adapt
in the future. Based on the feedback we received through
a series of engagement activities, we have developed
six guiding principles that help to summarise the key
priorities for the area. The objectives that will help deliver
these guiding principles are outlined in more detail in this
report, as well as a set of potential projects that could
be delivered in the future. While there is not funding
available to develop all the ideas we received, we have
been able to prioritise the potential projects, consider
time frames for delivery and provide a sustainable
framework for Lea Bridge’s future.

2

A Thriving
Community With
Great Facilities

An Area of Unique
History and Local
Character

An Active and Playful
Neighbourhood

4

3

A Vibrant Industry and Local
High Street

15-Min
Delivery
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A Resilient Network of Linked
Green Spaces and Waterways

Aim
To enhance and protect Lea Bridge’s valued green open spaces, waterways and natural
habitats, putting climate change and resilience at the centre of decision making. Maximising
opportunity to educate and connect local people with the surrounding natural environment,
enhancing and linking up the area’s rich biodiverse spaces.

What a Resilient Network of Linked
Green Spaces and Waterways in Lea
Bridge Looks Like:
More street trees and planting

Sustainable Drainage systems
(SuDS)

Connected and enhanced
green spaces

Linked animal and biodiversity
habitats

Cleaner, greener waterways

Local food growing

Community-led nature
conservation
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A Resilient Network of Linked Green Spaces and Waterways

Objectives

Protecting and bringing together
natural habitats

Enhancing waterways and
sustainably managing flood risk

Connecting people with
nature

You told us that protecting and enhancing green spaces
should be a priority.

You told us Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) and
managing flood risk was important to you.

Your feedback emphasised the importance of the area’s
green spaces to local people.

• On the doorstep of the Lee Valley, Lea Bridge has a wealth
of biodiverse spaces and habitats that are important to
local people, the climate, animals and plant life, including
the Lee Valley Regional Park, Leyton Jubilee Park, Low
Hall area, the marshes, and the surrounding nature
reserves. Existing spaces should be protected and new
developments should incorporate new green spaces to
support growth.
• Improvements to smaller green spaces such as hedges
and verges should prioritise protecting and linking such
habitats, enhancing biodiversity at a variety of scales,
including through biodiverse roofs where appropriate in
new developments.
• New project proposals should be sensitive to their
ecological context, using it to inform new landscapes
and seek to achieve a biodiversity net-gain, including
by planting new trees and protecting existing ones, and
encouraging vertical greening where appropriate.

• The area includes many valuable waterways, such as
the River Lea, Walthamstow Wetlands, Lea Flood Relief
Channel and the Dagenham Brook.
• Lea Bridge has a long history of flooding and the waterways
suffer from pollution and fly tipping.
• Projects and new development within the framework
area should, where appropriate, look to enhance existing
waterways through measures like flow control, water
quality improvements, introducing filtration features, bank
remediation, landscaping and habitat creation.
• Opportunities should be sought and identified to mitigate
flood risk via Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) such
as rain gardens, green roofs and swales, supporting
and linking to flood risk mitigation measures within new
development sites.
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• Lea Bridge’s green spaces already support a wide
range of leisure uses such as horse riding, sports, ice
skating, bird watching, food-growing, walking and
cycling.
• Creating a strong network of open spaces for people
to enjoy should be a priority, including improving
access, wayfinding and connections to local green
spaces, supporting new ones through development and
creating new safe and continuous cycle and pedestrian
routes.
• These should be appropriately designed and managed
to reduce human impact on local biodiversity,
particularly within the area’s nature reserves and
protected conservation areas.

Lea Bridge Area Framework

2

A Thriving Community With
Great Facilities

What a Thriving Community in Lea
Bridge Looks Like:

Aim
Build on and develop the area’s community and creativity strengths by providing new
and enhanced community spaces and facilities to meet the needs of new and existing
communities.

Adequate health care facilities

Places for teenagers / youth
spaces

Elders groups / spaces for
the elderly

Community space for events

Nurseries / Childcare

Arts and creative spaces

Outdoor festivals, markets
and events
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A Thriving Community with Great Facilities

Objectives

Providing essential social and
community facilities for all
You told us you would like to see more health
facilities as well as dedicated spaces for teenagers in
Lea Bridge.
• It is essential that Lea Bridge’s community grows
sustainably, ensuring access to social and community
facilities to support new and existing populations.
• A new health facility, adequate childcare facilities,
spaces for the elderly and dedicated youth spaces are
key priorities for the area.
• When planning community focused projects, facilities
and events, best practice should be taken around
promoting inclusion, accessibility and diversity.

Inclusive spaces and networks for
community ideas to grow
Your feedback emphasised the strength and vibrancy
of the local community and also highlighted a need for
more community spaces locally.

Supporting local enterprise,
culture, arts and creativity
You told us you wanted to see a range of affordable
workspace, artist’s studios and creative spaces.

• A diverse and skilled community is vital to Lea
Bridge’s sustainable growth. It is important that skills
and jobs are embedded within the local community
and people are able to build strong relationships with
one another.

• New community projects should look to utilise and
build on Lea Bridge’s emerging cultural, creative and
arts spaces. Choosing to support local creatives and
entrepreneurs when planning activities such as events,
exhibitions and workshops.

• New community spaces should look to provide
flexible accommodation for events and other activities
which support inclusion and are open and accessible
to all.

• New development in the area provides an opportunity
to introduce a range of new affordable studio,
creative and work spaces to host local creatives,
entrepreneurs and residents to help this thriving
community to grow and provide more opportunities
for ideas sharing and collaboration.
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3

A Vibrant Industry and Local
High Street

What a Vibrant Industry and Local High
Street in Lea Bridge Looks Like:

Aim

Shopfront improvements and
support for existing businesses

Encourage the creation of a vibrant and connected centre around Lea Bridge Station
complementing the existing high street on Lea Bridge Road, Markhouse Corner and the
valuable industrial areas, supporting existing businesses and delivering additional jobs to
support economic recovery.

New, affordable work spaces for a
range of business types

Food and drinks businesses open
in the evening

Spaces to work from on or near
the high street

Improvements to servicing,
access and deliveries
15-Min
Delivery

More access to training and
employment locally

Better performing buildings in
terms of energy and carbon
emissions
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A Vibrant Industry and Local High Street

Objectives

A new active centre around
the station
You told us you would like to see more life and activity
around Lea Bridge Station, using the station arches as
business spaces.
• The station has the potential to act as a new gateway
to the area, attracting a range of active and vibrant
town centre uses.
• New development around the station could provide
space for shops, cafés, businesses, homes, community
and the creative industries as well as improved public
space to shape a vibrant town centre.
• These uses should complement existing businesses on
Lea Bridge Road and Markhouse Corner and should
be designed to allow the existing businesses in the
industrial estates to continue to operate successfully.
• Public realm, infrastructure and connectivity
improvements within Lea Bridge’s industrial areas
should complement the centre around the station.

A resilient and diverse local high
street offer
You told us you would like to see enhancements to the
high street on Lea Bridge Road and more support for
existing businesses.

Protecting and future proofing
industry and employment
You told us you would like to see greater access
to employment and training locally as well as
sustainable business solutions.

• The future of our high streets is changing and it is
important that they remain vibrant and relevant
parts of town centre life, supporting a range of local
businesses.

• Local employment and up-skilling opportunities should be
maximised through development and investment on the
high street and in employment areas to support economic
recovery.

• The high street premises on Lea Bridge Road and
Markhouse Corner should support more than just
traditional retail and provide other functions such as
social uses, work opportunities and community spaces.

• Industrial development in the area should be supported
by a flexible framework that supports a mix of units for
businesses of all sizes.

• New employment space should support the growth of
existing businesses and help develop a strong local
economy.
• There are a diverse and valuable range of businesses in
Lea Bridge’s industrial areas that should be celebrated,
complementing the offer on Lea Bridge Road.
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• Improvements to industrial areas should look to provide
additional industrial floorspace where possible, as well
as supporting new sustainable practices e.g. improving
the quality of public space, improving connectivity and
ecology, ensuring utilities expansion, electric vehicle
charging points, low or zero carbon technologies,
energy efficiency, last-mile deliveries, Solar PV, energy
management technologies (to reduce demand on the
grid), heating /cooling networks and sustainable waste
management.
Lea Bridge Area Framework

4

An Active and Playful
Neighbourhood

Aim
To encourage outdoor play, physical activity and local leisure opportunities for a range of ages and
abilities. This should include new multi-generational play spaces and providing better access to local
sports and leisure facilities.

What an Active and Playful
Neighbourhood in Lea Bridge
Looks Like:
Outdoor youth facilities /
spaces for teenagers
A range of multi-functional
play space for all ages

Safe and connected routes
to and from sports and
leisure facilities
Play features in public
spaces and playable streets

A range of quality leisure and
sports facilities which are free
or affordable
Safe journeys to and from
school
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An Active and Playful Neighbourhood

Objectives

Play for all ages
You told us you would like to see more play and youth
facilities in Lea Bridge.
• The area lacks high quality play facilities, particularly
for teenagers and young people in the 11-18 years
age range.
• New initiatives should create opportunities for play
including a range of dedicated play spaces as well as
incidental play features in public spaces and streets to
support a range of activities and age groups.
• It is important that play spaces accommodate a range
of users and their location is carefully considered to
provide feelings of safety and enclosure.

Improving access to
facilities
You told us you would like to see better access to the
range of sports facilities in Lea Bridge.

Leisure in Lea Bridge
You told us Lea Bridge should offer a range of leisure
activities for all ages.

• The area has a range of high-quality sports facilities
and open spaces, but some are easier to access than
others. For example, facilities such as Low Hall Sports
Ground could benefit from improved access and
connections, encouraging more people to walk and
cycle as a part of their journey.

• Lea Bridge has an opportunity to be a high quality
leisure destination. Facilities such as the improved
Lee Valley Ice Centre, the Lee Valley Riding Centre,
Walthamstow Leisure Centre, Leyton Jubilee Park and
the Feel Good Too Centre provide a range of local
leisure destinations.

• Sports England’s guidance on active design
champions the benefits of connecting multifunctional
open spaces, giving more reasons to travel to
destinations and increasing awareness and
convenience of opportunities to participate in sport
and physical activity.

• Outdoor leisure should cover a range of activities
beyond sport and should be free to access wherever
possible. This includes providing high quality places
for people to stop and rest and promoting recreational
activities like walking, nature watching and outdoor
games.
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An Area of Unique History and
Local Character

Aim

What an Area of Unique History and
Local Character Looks Like:

To celebrate and protect Lea Bridge’s unique history and character and ensure that future
change in the area sensitively builds upon the area’s rich past.

Existing buildings of quality are
celebrated and protected

Local heritage and history trails

Creative wayfinding

Public art and murals

Cultural festivals and events

Consistent character in building
materials and public space
improvements
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An Area of Unique History and Local Character

Objectives

Protecting and showcasing
existing buildings of quality

Celebrating and revealing the
area’s unique history, culture
and character

You told us listed buildings and historic architectural
character were important aspects of Lea Bridge’s
heritage.

You supported a range of ideas to celebrate the area’s
unique heritage and character.

• Lea Bridge has a range of buildings which form an
important part of the area’s unique character. Whilst
some of the buildings are locally or nationally listed
others are not but are still treasured locally.

• Lea Bridge is rich in diversity and culture. Cultural
activities and events should celebrate and represent the
area’s unique range of communities and build on the
existing history of the area.

• Public realm projects identified within the framework
should take a sensitive approach to existing architecture
and promote and celebrate existing buildings of quality
where appropriate, particularly nationally and locally
listed heritage assets.

• The area is also rich in ecological history and character,
which is reflected in features such as the Essex Filter
Beds, The River Lee and the adjoining Marshes within the
Lee Valley Regional Park.

• Unlisted buildings and spaces that are important
locally should be assessed for character, identifying
opportunities to improve their setting in public space.

• The community’s local knowledge should help to shape
placemaking proposals and opportunities to celebrate
Lea Bridge’s diverse social and ecological heritage
should be explored.
• This could involve reinstating historic routes and creating
artwork, signs, wayfinding and history trails with the help
of the local community.
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A future character and
sense of identity
You told us about the importance of retaining and
developing Lea Bridge’s character and identity.
• It is important that the area’s rich past isn’t forgotten
and that any new projects consider and complement Lea
Bridge’s existing character.
• New architecture and public space improvements should
not directly copy or try to imitate the past, but should
seek to build upon existing character, enhancing Lea
Bridge’s sense of place.
• Local artists, historians or specialists could be
commissioned to further strengthen this connection.
• Building materials and architectural form could draw
influence from the area’s unique identity e.g. industrial
buildings, the Warner housing or the area’s rich natural
landscapes.

Lea Bridge Area Framework

6

A Place with Connected Streets
and Public Spaces

What a Place with Connected Streets
and Public Spaces Looks Like:

Aim
To create a legible and connected network of streets and public spaces, which are welcoming,
safe and interesting for all users. Lea Bridge should be easy to travel around and have
adequate infrastructure such as crossings, bridges, cycleways and quality amenity space.

Improved paths adjacent to
waterways
Better pedestrian and cycle paths
away from the busier roads

Improved access over the
railway lines
Accessible routes for wheel
chair and buggy users

Active public spaces with
things to see and do

People feel safe at all times
of the day
New signs and wayfinding
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A Place with Connected Streets and Public Spaces

Objectives

Providing great public spaces and
streets shared by all
You told us you wanted to see improvements to Lea
Bridge’s public space and have more things to see and
do in the area.
• The area’s streets and public realm should be enhanced
and improved, prioritising pedestrian experience and
following best practice such as TfL’s Healthy Streets
guidance.
• Street furniture, building materials and colours
should be consistent across areas of similar character
complementing the surrounding architecture and
environment.
• Active streets and public realm routes should be
identified and encouraged. They should be supported
by the surrounding buildings, providing places for rest,
shade and shelter, things to see and do and creating
inclusive, well overlooked and safe places.
• Innovative street technologies such as water filling
points, charging points and WiFi access could help
bring additional amenity to public space.

Encouraging active travel and
improving transport & wayfinding
You told us you wanted to see improvements to
walking, cycling and pedestrian safety in the area.

Improving infrastructure and
accessibility
You told us you would like to see improved
accessibility and connections locally.

• The Council and TfL’s recent investment in cycle
and walking infrastructure on Lea Bridge Road
and the Former Quietway 27, is a positive step in
encouraging more active travel in the area and
reducing the number of journeys taken by private car.

• There are issues accessing the Lee Valley Regional
Park and connections over the railway line. The
footbridges on Orient Way and Argall Way don’t
meet modern accessibility standards and should be
prioritised for improvement.

• Active travel initiatives should be supported by
improvements to public space and way finding,
providing safer, greener and more attractive day to
day journeys.

• This should be complemented by a wider set of
measures aimed at making the area easier to navigate
for everyone including those with disabilities,
wheelchair users and those with buggies.

• Additional work should be done to understand how
safety can be improved for women and vulnerable
road users, particularly in the evening.

• Many of the existing residential streets in the
framework area are not directly connected, meaning
it is easy to get lost. New proposals should look to
maximise walking and cycling connectivity wherever
possible and look to provide more north-south and
east-west routes.

• Businesses should not be negatively impacted by
traffic and congestion and opportunities should be
explored to provide consolidated pick up points or
zero emission technology for deliveries.
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Lea Bridge Area Framework

Potential
Projects

Potential Projects
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Framework Spatial
Strategy
Community feedback and public engagement on the Area
Framework has been invaluable in understanding local
knowledge and the key priorities for Lea Bridge. The map
to the right shows the Spatial Strategy for the Framework.
This, along with the potential projects demonstrates how
the framework’s six guiding principles could be delivered,
creating a better connected, more climate resilient and
thriving 15 minute neighbourhood.
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A Place with Connected Streets and Public Spaces

5F

Low Hall
Wood

By keeping the framework live via a dedicated online
platform, we hope to provide people with an opportunity
to feed into and shape local projects as they progress. We
also want to hear about any projects or activities people are
involved with locally and explore opportunities for support
and collaboration.
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We have used community feedback to identify a range of
potential projects, which can help to deliver the priorities
outlined in the Framework’s six guiding principles. Although
funding is not immediately available to support all of these
projects, the feedback we have received from the Area
Framework will help us prioritise and coordinate contributions
from new development and explore funding opportunities
from external funding sources in the future.
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A Resilient Network of Linked Green Spaces and Waterways

Ref.

N

SuDS and
Tree Planting
Opportunities

Improve existing walking and cycling routes plus
those within new developments with additional
street trees and rain gardens. Plant and tree
species should be carefully selected to their
context and encourage pollinating habitats,
drought tolerance, easy maintenance and air
quality improvements.

A Nature Trail
Linking and
Enhancing
Green Spaces
and Waterways

Create a new walking route linking the area’s
green spaces to help connect people with
surrounding nature, also acting as an ecological
corridor for local wildlife. Signage and
educational trails on this route could help to raise
awareness of such important, biodiverse spaces.

Dagenham
Brook River
Restoration

Transform the Dagenham Brook into a thriving
habitat, supported by sustainable water
management solutions like SuDS interventions.
Priorities include water quality improvements,
biodiversity improvements, invasive species
management and a long term maintenance
strategy.
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Low Hall Flood
Storage Area

Provide new walkways, wetland features and
enhance the biodiversity of the Low Hall flood
storage area. This site is currently inaccessible to
the public but acts as an important flood plain.
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Former Thames
Water Depot

Enhance biodiversity, green space and improve
accessibility and connections as part of any future
improvements to the former Thames Water Depot.

Low Hall Wood
Biodiversity
Improvements

Improve the interface with the Dagenham
Brook for the Low Hall Wood area within
Low Hall Sports Ground. With opportunities
for biodiversity enhancements, community
involvement and improved maintenance.
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Local Plan 2 Draft Site
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Dagenham Brook river
restoration corridor
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amenity space opportunity

Enhanced connection
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A Thriving Community with Great Facilities

N

Project
Name
number
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Work with local community members, artists
and building owners to design new artwork
to complement the public space improvements
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Continue engaging with Young People in the
area to understand their key priorities and
work with local businesses in Lea Bridge to
help young people develop skills and find
pathways into employment.
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Health Hub

Work with landowners to secure a new
location for a state of the art Health Hub in
Lea Bridge. The former Leyton FC Football
Ground is a potential site being explored to
support this aspiration.
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A new community facility is included as part of
the approved planning application for the Lea
Bridge station sites. There is an opportunity for
the local community to define and shape the
use of this space.
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Other potential locations and options in Lea Bridge are being explored
Locations shown are indicative - area wide opportunity
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Legend
Local Plan 2 Draft Site
Allocations

Existing Community, Arts
and Culture venues

Existing Sports and
Leisure venues

Existing Play facilities

Existing Education facilities
Hackney Marshes

Community Opportunity

Existing Places of Worship
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A Vibrant Industry and Local High Street

N

Project
Name
number
Energy
Efficient
Industry

Promote low or zero carbon practices for
local industrial operators and encourage
connections to the area wide Decentralised
Energy Network as part of any potential
future development of industrial sites.

3B

Evening
Economy

Increase the range of food and drink, retail
and work spaces to support the town centre,
introducing more things to do in the evening
around Lea Bridge Station and the Markhouse
Neighbourhood Centre.
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Road and Markhouse Neighbourhood Centre
Improvements
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Lea Bridge Rail
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Engage with existing business owners to offer
business support and promotion opportunities
including local campaigns that encourage
more people to shop locally.

Locations shown are indicative - area wide opportunity
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Strategic Industrial
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Active local centres
Opportunity to
enhance and support
existing High Street
offer on Lea Bridge
Road and Markhouse
Corner
Key transport /
service routes
Lea Bridge Area Framework

An Active and Playful Neighbourhood

Project
Name
number

N

4A

Improve the playground and public space
on Bridge Road including the entrance and
Bridge
views in from Bridge Road and providing
Road Play
new surfacing. Creation of a new north-south
Improvements
connection through to South Access Road
could be explored in the longer-term.

4B

Create a new outdoor space suitable for
Dedicated 11+ teenagers ages 11+. Proposals should be
Outdoor Youth developed alongside local young people.
Understanding their priorities for such a space
Space
is an early key step.
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Design a new playable route from South
Access Road to Leyton Jubilee Park to create
a safe place for young people travelling to
and from local schools and sports facilities.
The route should encourage pedestrian safety
and include informal play and sports features.
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Parklets

Improve the streets near local schools to help
manage traffic during busy times and add
additional play features, street trees, and
planting to create a healthier environment.
Improved road safety could also encourage
more pupils to walk, cycle, scoot or skate to
school.
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Other potential locations and options in Lea Bridge are being explored
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Local Plan 2 Draft Site
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Opportunity to improve and
provide better access to
existing play areas

Potential play /
sports route

Existing cycle route

Existing schools
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An Area of Unique History and Local Character
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Name
number

N
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Enhance the setting of the Walthamstow
Pumphouse Museum and surrounding public
realm, making the building more visible
from South Access Road and improving the
character of the street.
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Celebrate and support Lea Bridge’s historic
pubs, including the Hare & Hounds and the
Greyhound. Support the re-opening of The
Antelope Pub on Church Road. Local pubs
and their history could be celebrated by
improving surrounding public space, raising
awareness, public events or a research piece
involving local pub customers and landlords.
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Celebrate and enhance the facades of
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former Savoy Cinema and surrounding shops.
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Realm

Improve the area around Lea Bridge
Library and its relationship with Gloucester
Road. Proposals could involve greening on
Gloucester Road, architectural lighting and
de-cluttering the street. The new Library
garden and internal events space could be
used to host community events.
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Description

Create a new local Heritage Trail,
Route
incorporating parts of the historic Black Path
Celebrating
with wayfinding and education materials.
Local Heritage Local people could be involved in revealing
the area’s history.
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A Place with Connected Streets and Public Spaces

Project
Name
number

Enhance the spaces and areas around the
junction of Lea Bridge Road with Markhouse
Markhouse
Road and Church Road – referred to locally
Corner
as Markhouse Corner. Opportunities include
Public Space
additional street trees, planting and seating, as
Improvements
well as shopfront improvements, lighting and
community artwork on flank walls.
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Channel Link

Improve access along the River Lea Flood Relief
Channel as part of any future improvements
to the Rigg Approach industrial area. This
route could be improved with street trees and
planting and should be safe and accessible for
pedestrians and cyclists.

New Station
Entrance and
Public Space

Provide an enhanced entrance and public
space around Lea Bridge Station, accessed
from Lea Bridge Road and connected to future
development of the site. There is potential for a
western entrance and public square linked to
any future development on Rigg Approach.
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Marsh Lane
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The Council are working on a feasibility study
to improve the accessibility of the Marsh Lane
footbridge. This considers options for improving
access on both sides of the bridge in the context
of existing site constraints and limitations.
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Feel Good Too
(Formerly Ive Farm
Fields)

Legend

Middlesex Filter
Beds Nature
Reserve

Local Plan 2 Draft Site
Allocations

Improve public space

Improve existing connection

Greening opportunities
along connections

Hackney Marshes

Potential new connection
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Framework Delivery

Delivery Toolkit
The following chapter provides a toolkit for delivering the
potential projects identified within the framework. The aim is to
maximise their value from a social, economic and environmental
perspective and align with the ambitions set out in Waltham
Forest’s Public Service Strategy. The following four themes
underpin this approach and along with the framework objectives
should act as a guide for project delivery:
• 		

• 		

• 		

A Community First Approach

Delivering Social Value

Embedding Sustainability

A Community First Approach
To be successful, the implementation of such projects needs to
involve the community from an early stage. You told us about
the value of Lea Bridge’s diverse communities and how they
should be represented in the approach to delivering projects for
public good.
Opportunities should be identified for community involvement
in all stages of the project life-cycle from inception, through to
design, delivery, and maintenance. This could involve:
• Idea creation and work-shopping to inform a potential brief
• Co-creating elements of the design
• Providing input on decision making
• Assisting with creation or delivery

• 		

The Voice of Future Generations

• Building in stewardship capacity for projects to be
developed further or maintained by community members.
It is recommended that such activities involve as diverse an
audience as possible and that where appropriate, contributing
participants are reimbursed with incentives for their time.
You told us about Lea Bridge’s rich local history, knowledge,
and character. This is a strong part of its identity that people
do not want to see lost. It is important that Lea Bridge’s existing
assets are celebrated and protected and that projects seek to
draw on their value. Involving as diverse a range of perspectives
as possible will help bring additional value and understanding
to this approach.

Delivering Social Value
Projects should be prioritised not only by the upfront cost, but
also with an understanding of the benefit they can bring to
Waltham Forest’s residents, businesses and stakeholders.

What is Social Value?
Social Value refers to the wider financial and non-financial value
created by an organisation through its day-to-day activities in
terms of the wellbeing of individuals and communities, social
capital and the environment.
Waltham Forest uses the nationally recognised TOMs (Themes
Outcomes Measures) social value framework to estimate the
benefit of its own work as well as the work of its suppliers. This
could be against measures such as getting more people in
jobs, reductions in CO2 or money spent in local supply chains.
Estimating the value generated from potential projects identified
through the Lea Bridge Area Framework will be useful when
applying for external funding or to help the council prioritise
spending on those that can deliver the largest shared benefit to
the area.
When designing new projects, community members, local
stakeholders or developers should consider the guiding
principles identified in this framework and how social value
outcomes can be maximised throughout the process.

Photograph from Lea Bridge Choose Local Campaign - Brian from East London
Brewing Co. (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)
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Embedding Sustainability

The Voice of Future Generations

The guiding principles outlined in this framework support the
borough’s 15-minute Neighbourhood strategy and are designed
with sustainability and climate resilience objectives at their heart.

Engagement on the Framework has highlighted the value of
younger audiences who are sometimes overlooked by the
planning system. Projects within the Framework area should be
developed with young people in mind and engagement activities
should focus on understanding their unique perspective.

Projects should be underpinned by best practice in guidance and
policy, considering sustainability at all stages in project design,
construction, delivery and maintenance.

• Encouraging active travel initiatives that enable more
people to walk and cycle as part of their everyday

While well-designed youth participation should be considered
on all projects, it will be particularly important for projects
which are directly aimed at young people such as the Youth
Engagement Programme and 11+ Play Space. Additional
engagement with younger audiences could be achieved by:
• Creative engagement sessions and targetted workshops
with local schools, youth groups, sports clubs and other
organisations

• Supporting businesses with funding and training to enable
greener business practices

• Communication campaigns and digital outreach specifically
aimed at younger audiences

• Maximising opportunities for tree planting and greening,
following a biodiversity net-gain approach

• Using digital tools and innovation to expand participation

Below is a list of examples of how sustainability could be
embedded within the proposed framework projects:
• Assessing embodied carbon of materials, construction
processes and supply chains

• Considering the integration of Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS) to manage local flood risk
• Protecting and enhancing existing animal and plant habitats
• Assessing opportunities for energy efficiency and
improvements to infrastructure such as lighting and utilities
• Encouraging efficiency in waste management and recycling,
creating local supply chains and embedding circular
economy design principles
The above list does not cover everything and individual projects
should be evaluated for sustainability impact, assessing ways to
improve their value to the local area.

Photograph from Lea Bridge Choose Local Campaign - Max & Colin of
Matchbench Limited. (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)

Photograph from local school Engagement Workshop
(Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)
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Phasing Delivery

Managing Construction

The framework identifies a number of potential projects to be
delivered in the Lea Bridge Area over the Local Plan period of
the next 15 years.

Some of the identified development sites within the framework
area, are in close proximity to existing residential properties
or sensitive areas such as the Lee Valley Regional Park.
Construction activities can have an impact on the surrounding
environment, especially in relation to noise and air quality.
Developers will require to consult on and prepare a robust
Construction Logistics Plan (CLP) as part of the planning process,
with the responsibility on developers to take account of CLPs
for nearby sites when carrying out their own plan. This will
also include Air Quality assessments to reduce the impact of
construction such as dust or machinery pollution. Through the
coordination of CLPs the Council will seek to ensure that growth
in Lea Bridge is delivered in a way that minimises impact through
construction on site and transport arrangements for deliveries
and servicing.

The identified projects in the framework complement and will be
supported by planned development coming forward in the area
including the Site Allocations identified in the Draft Local Plan
Part 2.
Some projects are supported by development directly: i.e.
those that will be delivered fully or partially on private land
and require coordination with landowners and developers.
Others could be supported by development indirectly such as by
securing funding contributions from new development.
The development identified in the Local Plan Site Allocations will
be phased for delivery over the next 15 years. For this reason,
not all the projects identified in the framework can be delivered
at once. Instead a phased and managed approach should be
adopted, that responds to and complements new growth in the
area.
Although the identified projects have been informed by
community feedback, the list of projects is not intended to be
exhaustive and can be adapted and added to as the Local Plan
period progresses. It is hoped that this framework will act as
a starting point for the vision of Lea Bridge as a healthy and
sustainable 15-minute Neighbourhood and that it will spark
further ideas from local communities and other stakeholders.

Framework Objective
Checklist
The potential projects identified in this framework could be
taken forward by a number of organisations, individuals or
partnerships including Waltham Forest Council, landowners,
developers, community members, community groups, volunteers,
governmental organisations, charities and not-for-profit
organisations. In order to guide and unify the approach to
design and delivery in the area an Objective Checklist has been
included on the next page, which acts as a practical guide for
embedding each of the framework’s objectives into project
design, delivery, engagement and maintenance.
While not all of the objectives will be relevant to every project,
they will act as a reminder of how the 15 Minute Neighbourhood
vision for Lea Bridge can be delivered. A practical Measure
of Success has been included against each objective. These
have been derived based on best practice and the community
feedback we have received on the framework so far.
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Photograph from Lea Bridge Choose Local Campaign
Gina of Hanoi Ca Phe - Leyton Kitchen . (Image: London Borough of Waltham Forest)

Framework Objective Checklist

Framework Delivery
Guiding Principle
1

2

Objective

A Resilient Network of Green
Protecting and Bringing Together Natural
Spaces and Waterways
Habitats

A Thriving Community With
Great Facilities

Measure of Success
Project demonstrates biodiversity net-gain and maximises opportunities to enhance connections between
existing plant and animal habitats with appropriate and maintainable plant and tree species

Enhancing Waterways and Sustainably
Managing Flood Risk

Project looks to enhance water quality or mitigate flood risk including sustainably managing surface water or
improving connections into existing waterways

Connecting People With Nature

Project identifies opportunities for connecting community members with the natural environment e.g. planting
initiatives, nature restoration, maintenance or education opportunities, where appropriate

Providing Essential Social and Community
Facilities for All

Project introduces a new social or community facility, addressing demonstrable demand within the area

Inclusive spaces and networks for community
ideas to grow

Project encourages best practice around diversity and inclusion and maximises opportunities for meaningful
community involvement at all stages of project life-cycle

Supporting Local Enterprise, Culture, Arts and
Project supports and/or involves Lea Bridge’s existing local artists, creatives, venue owners or entrepreneurs
Creativity

3

4

5

6

A Vibrant Industry and Local
A New Active Centre Around the Station
High Street

An Active and Playful
Neighbourhood

An Area of Unique History
and Local Character

A Place with Connected
Streets and Public Spaces

Project is appropriately located and designed to support and enhance the new active centre around Lea
Bridge station or the existing neighbourhood centre at Markhouse Corner

A Resilient and Diverse Local High Street Offer

Project supports existing high street businesses and town centre activities on Lea Bridge Road and Markhouse
Corner

Protecting and Future Proofing Industry and
Employment

Project supports sustainable business practices, provides businesses with improved facilities or demonstrates
local job creation

Play For All Ages

Project introduces a new play feature/ facility of demonstrable need within the area

Improving Access to Facilities

Project demonstrates improved walking and cycling access to existing play, open spaces or outdoor leisure
facilities

Leisure in Lea Bridge

Project provides a new high quality leisure facility or encourages outdoor recreational /sport activities

Protecting and Showcasing Existing Buildings
of Quality

Project identifies and assesses existing buildings and architectural features of quality and where appropriate,
makes suggestion for enhancing their setting

Celebrating and Revealing the Area’s Unique
History, Culture and Character

Project draws on local community knowledge or expertise to celebrate Lea Bridge’s diverse social and
ecological history

A Future Character and Sense of Identity

Project demonstrates through design, use of materials or social narrative a cohesive character appropriate for
its context in Lea Bridge

Providing great public spaces and streets
shared by all

Project demonstrates exemplar public realm design in-line with TfL’s Healthy Streets guidance

Encouraging active travel and improving
transport and wayfinding

Project supports uptake in number of local trips by walking, cycling and public transport and demonstrates
improved wayfinding

Improving infrastructure and accessibility

Project demonstrates best practice in accessibility and /or delivers a key piece of new infrastructure
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